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JUST ADDED

Tue 7th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

10:00am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at Dance Matters

NYC Class prices starting at $13/class,

with packages available! Open Level

Ballet - Tuesdays at 10am / Thursdays at

11:30am Whether you are a former

dancer looking to move again, or a

professional in the industry, Open Level

Ballet offers a nurturing and creative

environment - all while challenging

students. Dancers can modify the given

class exercises if…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

4:00pm

Contemporary Floorwork Class by

sarAika movement collective

sarAika movement collective

sarAika weekly classes In this

class, sarAika will share their discoveries

and analysis of the use of the body

through a warm-up that focuses on

increasing the space of the joints while

stretching. Followed by exercises that

contain floor work foundation & guided

choreography which leads to fluid and

dynamic movements. sarAika in this

class aims to introduce diverse ways to

use the body in space and…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

6:00pm

Kathak (Indian Classical Dance)

Classes in NYC

Archana Arts

ARCHANA ARTS &

CONSULATE GENERAL OF INDIA

PRESENT: NYC KATHAK CLASSES

 

6:30pm

Interpretive Improvisation Dance

Class

Kanami Kusajima

I am offering improvisation

dance classes at Abrons Arts Center on

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays!

Anyone is welcome regardless the

amount of dance experience. Please

 

6:30pm

Adult Open Classes

Dance Theatre of Harlem

Wed 8th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

12:00pm

Liberated Pelvis

Urban Bush

Women 

Engage in a pre-

professional movement

study rooted in the

“Liberated Pelvis,” a

movement methodology

created and facilitated by

Co-Artistic Director Mame

Diarra Speis. As part of

Urban Bush Women’s 40th

Anniversary and Mark Morris

Dance Center’s Pro Series,

join us for a workshop inside

of the Liberated Pelvis, a

movement system, that

explores pelvic mobility as

the root of powerful

locomotion…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

6:00pm

Beginner Ballet with

Lily Mollicone @

mignolo arts center

mignolo arts

Join us on Wednesday

nights 6-7PM, May 8th -

June 26th for Beginner

Ballet with Lily Mollicone at

mignolo arts center in

Metuchen, NJ!  Lily’s ballet

class provides dancers with

both a glimpse into the

fundamentals of ballet for

true beginners, and an

opportunity to sharpen

technique for more

experienced dancers.

Dancers at all levels will be

supported in finding ease,

 

6:00pm

Bryant Park Dance

Party: Bachata and

the City – Bachata

Tradicional with

Judy Santos

Bryant Park

A midtown tradition since

2014, Dance Party returns

to Bryant Park this summer!

Now entering into its tenth

year, the beloved series

offers park goers in-person

dance events in a variety of

styles throughout the first

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes

int/adv

Orisha Wholeness

This class is an

intermediate/advanced

class with some beginner

flavors for those who have

been line dancing for a

 

6:10pm

Cuban Salsa

Classes NYC-

Thu 9th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful

form of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and

harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy."

This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper

understanding of the connection

between…

 

10:00am

Join DanceAction's

Classes: Contemporary

Pathways & Architecture

Carmen Caceres

DanceAction

Join DanceAction's Classes:

Contemporary Pathways &

Architecture REGISTER

Thursdays, May 2, 9, 16, 23, and

30, from 10 AM to 12 PM at

Dancewave (182 4th Avenue,

Brooklyn, NY 11217) This

Contemporary dance class offers

a unique blend of dance training

techniques and styles (Flying Low,

Cunningham, Release), along with

playful improvisation tools and

strategies. This combination is

designed to ignite…

 

11:00am

Sliding Scale Gyrotonic

Tower Classes

Malia Lam

Offering sliding scale

Gyrotonic Tower Classes $25-

$40 Sign up here look on my

instagram for updates about

added or cancelled class

dates: @MaliaLam_Dance Learn

more about Gyrotonic and my

teaching style here additional

information here

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful

form of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and

harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy."

This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper

understanding of the connection

between…

 

11:30am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at Dance

Matters NYC Class prices starting

at $13/class, with packages

available! Open Level Ballet -

Tuesdays at 10am / Thursdays at

11:30am Whether you are a

former dancer looking to move

again, or a professional in the

industry, Open Level Ballet offers

a nurturing and creative

environment - all while

challenging students. Dancers

can modify the given class

exercises if…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful

form of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and

harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy."

This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-

 

6:00pm

Bryant Park Dance Party:

Swing Fling – Lindy Hop

with Charles Turner &

Uptown Swing

Bryant Park

A midtown tradition since 2014,

Dance Party returns to Bryant

Park this summer! Now entering

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes

Orisha Wholeness

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

10:00am

Hivewild Open Class

Hivewild

HIVEWILD OPEN CLASS 2024 Spring Series 

choreographer Katherine Maxwell, class is an invitation to connect with

the body while sourcing tools from intuition and education. As effort builds from

personal curiosities to group tasks and games, class will culminate into phrase

work built upon the resonating themes of the day. Phrases crafted are ever-

changing but reliably athletic,…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

6:00pm

Chevalier Ballet's Wine, Cheese, & Open Rehearsal Night

Chevalier Ballet Company NYC

On May 10, 2024, at 6 p.m., join Chevalier Ballet for Wine, Cheese, and

Open Rehearsal Night. Get a sneak peek of Giselle Act II, and Sara

Knight’s original, New York Stories. Guests will have a chance to ask the dancers

and artistic director questions and will get a behind-the-scenes look at the

company’s rehearsal process. Rehearsal will be in preparation for the company's

performance on…

 

6:00pm

Satellite Collective presents Satellite Tribeca May 9 - 21, 2024

Satellite Collective

Satellite Collective presents Satellite Tribeca, at Satellite Gallery, 101 Reade Street,

Tribeca, NYC from May 9 - 21, 2024 with two weekends of premieres and events

from artists across all disciplines and new prints, projections, film and photography

from featured artists Kevin Draper and Lora Robertson 

well as ticketing and registration, visit https://satellitecollective.org/. 

 

6:10pm

Cuban Salsa Classes NYC- Friday Night

Salsa Sabrosa School

Salsa Classes for all levels! 

pm - 7:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 3 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa

Level 2 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 4 8:10 pm - 11:00 pm: Timba Night

(Social Dance) #Before stepping into the next level, make sure you ask your

teacher if he/she thinks you’re ready for it 

strongly advise coming…

 

7:00pm

The Martha Graham School Presents Teens Dance Graham

The Martha Graham School Presents Teens Dance Graham

The Martha Graham School Presents Teens Dance Graha 

Dance Graham program will feature some of Martha Graham’s great

modernist innovations in performances by the Teens@Graham in Our Own

American Document, a creative collaborative curriculum co-written by Cynthia

Stanley and Johnnie Cruise Mercer, this year’s cast of the All-City Panorama

Project staged by Amélie Benard, students from…

 

7:00pm

STATIC REVIVAL

RyderDance
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JUST ADDED

JUST ADDED

Tuesdays Through May 14,

2024 Dance Theatre of Harlem

Adult Open Classes with Darryl Quinton

Ballet Basics, 6:30pm – 7:30pm 

Explore the fundamentals of ballet in a

fun, laid-back environment. Appropriate

for beginners and those who’ve been

away from ballet for a while. The class

focuses on correct alignment, increasing

flexibility and range of motion,

developing strength, articulation and…

 

6:30pm

Afro'Dance Beginners

Harlem School of Arts

Dance with ANGEL KABA.

International Creative & Artistic

Director, has been collaborating with

artists such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye

Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs

and others. Further notable experiences

involved stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing for world

renowned brands like Coca Cola, Levi's,

Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal,

RocNation, MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:59pm

Audition

Bill T. Jones/ Arnie Zane

Company

Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane

Company is looking for highly skilled

dancers with experience in acting and

singing.   Start date is June 17, 2024.

New York Live Arts offers Company

members an annual wage starting at

$45,000 plus health benefits over 52

weeks with approximately 30-35

scheduled working weeks annually.

Position requires a minimum two-year

commitment, through June 2026.  

Auditions are…

 

Wednesday Night

Salsa Sabrosa

School

Salsa Classes for all levels!

6:10 pm - 7:10 pm:

Technique Class 7:10 pm -

8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level

1 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban

Salsa Level 3 8:10 pm -

9:10 pm: Footwork &

Styling! 8:10 pm - 9:10 pm:

Cuban Salsa Level 2

#Before stepping into the

next level, make sure you

ask your teacher if he/she

thinks you’re ready for it

#To book the class go

to booking. #We strongly

advise coming at least…

 

7:00pm

When Black

Women+ Speak

Urban Bush

Women's CCI 2.0

This is event is FREE and

open to public with RSVP!

An extension of Urban Bush

Women’s Choreographic

Center Initiative Producing

Program for Women+ of

Color (CCI 2.0), When Black

Women+ Speak convenes

women+ of color leaders

from partner organizations

to explore the nuances of

identity, community, values,

support, and success

among BIPOC women+

producers. Featuring When

Black Women+ Speak

panelists: �Gina…

 

7:00pm

Intermediate Ballet

with Lily Mollicone

@ mignolo arts

center

mignolo arts

Join us on Wednesday

nights 7-8:30PM, May 8th -

June 26th for

Intermediate Ballet with Lily

Mollicone at mignolo arts

center in Metuchen, NJ! 

Lily’s ballet class provides

dancers with both a glimpse

into the fundamentals of

ballet for true beginners,

and an opportunity to

sharpen technique for more

experienced dancers.

Dancers at all levels will be

supported in finding ease,

comfort, and freedom…

 

7:00pm

TIMESTAMP

The Tank Presents

A performance

duet of sonic

verse, storytelling, dance,

and audience experience,

this piece addresses what it

means to be a woman. It

challenges the expectations

imposed upon women in

our society. Using a co-

authored text, musician and

playwright Karen Cecilia and

dance and visual artist

Emilee Lord break down

and name the expectations

they have each combatted

and then assert what they

chose instead. While…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

Absolute Beginners

Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute

Beginners is the ideal

workshop to start dancing

flamenco. We will cover and

practice all basic aspects for

students without prior

flamenco dance experience.

Classes will focus on strong

footwork, upper body

coordination, understanding

flamenco music and

compás, proper posture and

breathing. We will begin to

develop the muscle

strength and dance skills

necessary for flamenco

dance as we learn…

 

7:30pm

NEW Beginner

Contemporary

Class for $14

New York Theatre

Ballet

Class Description  Beginner

Contemporary Class with

expressive, dynamic

movement material to build

strength, balance, stamina,

focus, and work on

technique, movement skills,

concentration, and self-

awareness. With a strong

emphasis on movement

from the core, connecting

physicality and emotionality,

allowing dancers to explore

and own their individual

voice, take chances, and

dance to their fullest. 

About…

 

7:30pm

Afro'Dance Open

Level

Broadway Dance

Center

Dance with ANGEL KABA.

International Creative &

Artistic Director, has been

collaborating with artists

such as Coolio, Orishas,

Kaye Styles, Rihanna, Kayne

West, Taye Diggs and

others. Further notable

experiences involved

stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing

for world renowned brands

like Coca Cola, Levi's,

Fructis by Garnier, Nutella,

Universal, RocNation, MTV,

NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

If you have never line

danced before or just

started line dancing, this class is

for you.  Some of the latest

beginner soul line dances will be

broken down to allow anyone a

chance to perform the

choreography. Line dancing is not

just the wobble and the cupid

shuffle. There are thousands of

choreographed line dances

outthere. This is a chance to learn

a few. Come on down. This class

is FREE and open…

 

6:30pm

Dance for Dance for

Social Change 2024

Mark DeGarmo Dance

April 2024, New York,

NY                          Contact:

Maddie Moayedi.

info@markdegarmodance.org.

212-375-9214 Mark DeGarmo

Dance’s DANCE FOR DANCE

(D4D) FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

2024 honors acclaimed Dancers,

Teachers, Directors, and

Choreographers Phyllis Lamhut &

Douglas Dunn with its

“Educational Visionary” Lifetime

Achievement Award 2024

presented by Alberto del Saz &

Joan…

 

7:00pm

Satellite Collective's

Tribeca Show 2024

presents NYC Premiere of

BODYSONNET’S please

come alone

Satellite Collective

Satellite Collective's Tribeca Show

2024 at Satellite Gallery, 101

Reade Street, Tribeca, NYC from

May 9 - 21, 2024 with two

weekends of premieres and

events from artists across all

disciplines and new prints,

projections, film and photography

from featured artists Kevin Draper

and Lora Robertson. For more

information, as well as ticketing

and registration, visit

https://satellitecollective.org/.  

Thursday,…

 

7:00pm

MOVEMEANT SESSIONS

NYC

Dancers Unlimited

WEʻVE TEAMED UP

WITH LA MAMA

EXPERIMENTAL THEATER CLUB

FOR MONTHLY FREESTYLE

STORYTELLING SESSIONS! Join

us to explore enriching

storytelling through freestyle

movement. Each month this

spring and fall, a different

spotlight artist/facilitator will share

their creative processes that

combine freestyle techniques to

shift perspectives. This is a space

curated for healing, exploration,

and learning…

 

7:00pm

Art & Music in Motion

Dance Visions NY

Featuring new dance

and dance/theater

works with projected imagery,

adding new layers to series’ of

original paintings by visual artists

Ilene Isseks and Susan Ruth

Cohen. Featured is the premiere

of  “Subway Windows,” a work in

which groups of diverse subway

riders engage in the NY ritual of

ignoring each other. As they bide

their time on the train, we

get glimpses into each riders’

psyche, thoughts…

 

7:00pm

Satellite Collective's Tribeca Show

2024 presents the NYC Premiere

of BODYSONNET’S "please come

alone”

Satellite Collective

Satellite Collective's Tribeca Show

2024 at Satellite Gallery, 101

Reade Street, Tribeca, NYC from

May 9 - 21, 2024 with two

weekends of premieres and

events from artists across all

disciplines and new prints,

projections, film and photography

from featured artists Kevin Draper

and Lora Robertson. For more

information, as well as ticketing

and registration,

visit https://satellitecollective.org/.

  Thursday,…

 

7:00pm

Immersive Makers

Workshop Series

Third Rail Projects

Immersive Makers

Workshop Series with Tom

Pearson Spring Series – April 11

through May 30, 2024 Thursdays

from 7:00PM* to 9:30PM Eastern

Time (2.5 hrs each) $600 for all

8 Sessions Drop ins and

subsidized sign ups available in

late March/early April. Third Rail

Projects Gift Cards accepted. ON

ZOOM Tom Pearson, co-

founder/director of Third Rail

Projects and director of the Global

Performance…

 

7:00pm

Satellite Collective presents Satellite

Tribeca May 9 - 21, 2024

Satellite Collective

Satellite Collective presents

Satellite Tribeca, at Satellite

Gallery, 101 Reade Street, Tribeca,

NYC from May 9 - 21, 2024 with

two weekends of premieres and

events from artists across all

disciplines and new prints,

projections, film and photography

from featured artists Kevin Draper

and Lora Robertson For more

information, as well as ticketing

and registration, visit

https://satellitecollective.org/.  

“Satellite…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful

form of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and

harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy."

This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper

understanding of the connection

between…

 

7:30pm

Hip Hop BASIC

Broadway Dance Center

Dance with ANGEL

KABA. International

Creative & Artistic Director, has

been collaborating with artists

such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye

Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye

Diggs and others. Further notable

experiences involved

stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing for

world renowned brands like Coca

Cola, Levi's, Fructis by Garnier,

Nutella, Universal, RocNation,

MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

8:00pm

May 2024 Season

MorDance

MorDance is excited to

announce its highly

anticipated Spring Season

performances at New York Live

Arts, presented nightly Thursday,

May 9th to Saturday, May 11th at

8:00 PM. After a successful first

run in Yonkers, MorDance will

bring its captivating ballets to the

heart of New York City for an

unforgettable experience.   Led by

renowned choreographer Morgan

McEwen and enhanced by the

masterful…

 

RyderDance is proud to present STATIC REVIVAL; a evening of new

work featuring a new piece by RyderDance and a guest performance by

aKompany. TICKETS EARLY BIRD PRICE (Purchase by April 15): $15 Regular

ticket: $20 At the door: $25 

RYDERDANCE Established in 2018 by Artistic Director Jordan Ryder, RyderDance

is a performance based contemporary…

 

7:00pm

Baryshnikov Arts Announces 2024 Spring Performances

Baryshnikov Arts 

Baryshnikov Arts today announced its 2024 Spring Season, which

includes newly commissioned projects including film, dance, music,

visual art, opera, and puppetry. The new season builds on the organization’s rich

history as a multi-disciplinary, multi-platform haven for artistic freedom, and will

take place at the Jerome Robbins Theater at Baryshnikov Arts, 450 W 37th St,

NYC. Pre-sale starts Wednesday,…

 

7:00pm

Somatic Healing Group: February 2024-June 2024

Dance Entropy/Green Space

Cultivate Physical, Emotional, And Mental Growth Using Movement,

Expressive Work, And Group Dynamics! 

February 2024-June 2024 

in Core Energetics and Body/Mind Fitness 

Tuesdays 7pm-9pm 2/13, 2/27, 3/12. 3/26, 4/9, 4/23, 5/7, 5/21, 6/4, 6/18

*Attendance of a minimum of 8 sessions is…

 

7:30pm

Beyond Ballet, Beyond Hip-Hop

Japan Society

Japan Society presents a contemporary dance program titled Beyond

Ballet, Beyond Hip-Hop, consisting of two North American premiere

pieces: Dying Swan & Its Cause of Death, by Japanese prima ballerina Hana Sakai

and cellist Udai Shika, in a work conceived and created by internationally

acclaimed experimental theater director Toshiki Okada; and Encounter, by the hip-

hop-centered dance group MWMW led…

 

7:30pm

RINGSIDE

STREB EXTREME ACTION

STREB EXTREME ACTION returns to SLAM with a season of

performances, beginning May 10. Audiences can expect to see the

premiere of a new Action Event on STREB’s latest Action Machine, SURF—a

thrilling apparatus designed to evoke the power and turbulence of maverick waves.

Don't miss your chance to experience the daring choreography and exhilarating

performances that STREB is renowned for. 

 

7:30pm

Ellison Ballet - Spring Showcase 2024

Ellison Ballet

Spring Showcase 2024 Beauty, Talent, and the Art of Ballet 

7:30pm | May 11, 2:00pm | May 11, 7:30pm MMAC Theater 248 West

60th St, New York, NY 10023 

students of the Ellison Ballet - Professional Training Program. This performance

showcases timeless classical masterworks including excerpts from Swan Lake, La

Bayadère, Fairy Doll, The…

 

7:30pm

Satellite Collective presents Satellite Tribeca May 9 - 21, 2024

Satellite Collective

Satellite Collective presents Satellite Tribeca, at Satellite Gallery, 101 Reade Street,

Tribeca, NYC from May 9 - 21, 2024 with two weekends of premieres and events

from artists across all disciplines and new prints, projections, film and photography

from featured artists Kevin Draper and Lora Robertson 

well as ticketing and registration, visit https://satellitecollective.org/. 

 

8:00pm

Tina Croll + Company to Present Two Choreographic Works in L.I. City

TINA CROLL + COMPANY

Tina Croll + Company returns to New York this spring with the showing of

two signature choreographic works, She Rides a Tiger and Ancient

Springs, at Green Space, the Long Island City performance venue located at 37-

24 24th Street. Performances will take place at 8pm on Friday, May 10 and

Saturday, May 11, in a shared program with Ani Javian and Benjamin Roach. Five

Tina Croll + Company dancers will…

 

8:00pm

Take Root Presents: Tina Croll + Company & Ani Javian and Benjamin Roach

Green Space

Advance sale tickets: $20 online Tickets purchased at door: $25 cash or

card About the Works: Tina Croll + Company Ancient Springs is inspired

by Federico Fellini’s La Strada and poet Kathleen Raine’s Defending Ancient

Springs.  Comprised of vignettes— “short stories”— this piece examines abstract

and non-narrative methods of storytelling through movement and sound, a little

gavotte,…

 

8:00pm

May 2024 Season

MorDance

MorDance is excited to announce its highly anticipated Spring Season

performances at New York Live Arts, presented nightly Thursday, May

9th to Saturday, May 11th at 8:00 PM. After a successful first run in Yonkers,

MorDance will bring its captivating ballets to the heart of New York City for an

unforgettable experience. 

enhanced by the masterful…

 

8:00pm

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in

Mpumalanga|Nelspruit|Gauteng|Johannesburg|Pretoria|Limpopo|Polokwane|Northwest|

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in South Africa Gauteng

Profabraham

Traditional Healer in Zambia. Traditional healers in Zambia are consulted by

people in communities for health 

AIDS, mental health, and many others. 

today are neotraditional healers who specialize in the diagnosis and 

illnesses and misfortunes allegedly caused by wizardry (buloshi). 

 

8:00pm

Embroidery Digitizing Service

Absolute Digitizing

Absolute Digitizing offers excellent quality embroidery digitizing service

and vector conversion at rock bottom prices. We have an amazing team

of talented digitizers and vector artists who only know to produce the best quality.

Order now and get your complete files ready for production in less than one day.

 

8:00pm

RUSSIAN MASTERS BALLET CAMP - official course of Vaganova Academy

Russian Masters Ballet

Official Course of Vaganova Academy 

dance based on the original didactics of the Vaganova school of Saint

Petersburg. The course offers a comprehensive curriculum developed by the most

emblematic representatives of the best institution in the field of professional

ballet.

 

8:00pm

AfroDance

Steps On Broadway

Dance with ANGEL KABA. 

been collaborating with artists such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye Styles,

Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and others. Further notable experiences involved

stage/television/commercial performances and dancing for world renowned

 

8:30pm

STATIC REVIVAL
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STATIC REVIVAL

RyderDance

RyderDance is proud to present STATIC REVIVAL; a evening of new

work featuring a new piece by RyderDance and a guest performance by 
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